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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2005 (Self Review)

Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

Through the Joint Research Program, we developed particle detector system for lepton flavor
physics using intense DC muon beam that is being implemented in this program.  We successfully
started formulating efficient methods to analyze data by forming international working groups.  We
held three International Seminars focusing on software development (Italy in June), particle
detector system (Switzerland in January - February), and lepton flavor physics (Japan in March),
where we summarized research developments and discussed strategies for future lepton flavor
physics experiments.  In the Researcher Exchanges Program, young researchers stayed at PSI for
as long as several months and joined the international research groups to master forefront
technologies necessary for lepton flavor physics.  In conjunction with this Program, we also held
summer training for graduate students, in which students from the three countries joined research
activities to develop experimental technologies for precision measurements under intense beam
environments.

The liquid xenon detector developed in this program was verified to have excellent gamma-ray
detection performance and was reported at international conferences and academic journals.
Software tools have been developed for an efficient analysis of vast experimental data expected at
intense muon beam experiments.  These new techonologies are already being used by a few
groups of researchers worldwide for forefront experiments.  The exchange program helped young
researchers and students acquire cutting edge technologies for lepton flavor physics as well as a
sense of working cooperatively and competitively in the international collaboration.

Through the FY2005 program, we have been forming a core of international research network for
lepton flavor physics with the core institutions as the network hubs.  As there are many
researchers working in this field of physics outside this program,  we aim at further expanding this
network by attracting these researchers to this program.
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